
InterAction Distortingmirrors 

International started the production of 

distortingmirrors in 2010. Since then we 

have a huge core range in stock which is 

still growing. 

As well as our most popular 

AMSTERDAM model we have added 

the PARIS model, for example in 2012 

and in 2021 we are developing frameless 

distortingmirrors.

We aim to be the most versatile 

distortingmirrors supplier in the 

world and invest heavily in the further 

development of new innovative 

distortingmirrors.

Mid 2019, in cooperation with a fellow 

company from the advertising world, we 

have developed a distortingmirror with 

a screen in it that is also be interactive.

We have large stocks and fast delivery 

time, as well as an excellent service for 

you as a customer.

Ronald Kooij - Distortingmirrorexpert

This brochure in your own language?
On our website you can download it in Dutch, German, French & Spanish.

InterAction Distortingmirrors International

Kaag 4

NL-1715 KR  SPANBROEK

T. +31-226-45 41 43

T. +31-6-5 123 11 93

export@distortingmirrors.co.uk
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Concave

Concave

Makes you taller.

Makes you very wide 
when you are close 
to it, and copies you 
to 3 people!

Convex

Convex

Makes you smaller.

Makes you tall and 
narrow. The FEEL 
GOOD mirror.

Convex
Concave
Convex

Gives you mirrored 
legs (double legs) 
and a short torso.

Concave
Convex
Concave

Makes you small and 
fat.

distortingmirrors.com miroirdeformant.fr espejos-sonrientes.es lachspiegelcentrale.nl zerrspiegelzentrale.de 

Distortingmirror
for indoor-use

Mirrorshapes
and effects

Distortingmirror
for outdoor-use

Sizes
  47,24 x 15,75 inch
  39,37 x 26,77 inch
  59,06 x 26,77 inch
   70,87 x 26,77 inch ( most sold ) 
  96,06 x 48,03 inch

On request we can make 
other sizes.

Sizes
  59,06 x 26,77 inch
   70,87 x 26,77 inch ( most sold )

Vertical shaped mirrors:

Horizontal shaped mirrors:Materials
  Birch plywood
   All Ral-colours

Materials
  Composite plastics

 Gray  |  Expressobrown
   HPL (High Pressure Laminate)

 All RAL-colours

Mirrorplate
  Acrylic

Mirrorplate
  INOX 316

Assembly
  Free
  On the wall

= viewing direction

Assembly
  Free
  On the wall
  Between 2 poles
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